The Friends of the Library Host
Café au Libris

With Jason Thrasher
Thursday, November 16 at 7:00 p.m.
Athens Potluck

A "stream of consciousness" journey through the music scene of Athens, Georgia.

Photographer Jason Thrasher chose the first of 33 musicians to be photographed at home, with each subsequent artist choosing the next, creating a rare glimpse into the interconnected and often private lives of Athens musicians.

And

Joan Curtis
Tuesday, November 28 at 7:00 p.m.
The Clock Strikes Midnight; e-Murderer; A Painting to Die For; and Murder on Moonshine Hill

Curtis is an award-winning writer who has published seven books and numerous stories. Readers compare Curtis to the Southern writer, Fanny Flagg. “She writes characters and a story that will stay with you.”